Prof Takes New Approach to C & TA
By Crystal Wagley
Dr. Bonnie Spillman, a new
member of the faculty of the
Communication and Theatre Arts
department, has seven years of
college teaching in her background,
several published articles in
professional journals, as well as
some lively ideas on the study of
communication. She is also blind. In
a profession that depends heavily on
the written word and on constant
comunication with students and
colleagues, she has turned her
disability into an asset. "The fact
that I'm blind makes my
communication stories in class
inherently different, so rather than
downplay the difference, I accentuate it. I want students to understand
the concepts of eye contact and
nonverbal gestures by getting the
idea of what it would be like if they
didn't have them," Dr. Spillman
explains. She believes that students
learn concepts better when
professors illustrate them with
examples from their lives, rather
than explanations from textbooks.
To acquaint students with her and
to dispel any uncomfortable
feelings, Spillman spends a day
explaining her blindness, a result of
an incubator she needed at birth,
which had too much oxygen. She
tells humorous stories about the
"ludicrous, goofy things" that
happen to her, while emphasizing
that the blindness itself is not funny.
Dr. Spillman developed a system
for grading papers and tests, in
which a work-study student records
the work on tape and she listens
while making notes on a regular
typewriter. She estimates that it
takes her 30 to 50 per cent longer to
grade papers than it would a sighted
professor.
An advocate of rights for disabled
persons, Spillman makes the distinction between a disability, which is
physical condition, and a handic

which prevents a person from doing
something he wants to do. It is the
individual's choice, she notes,
whether or not to make a disability
into a handicap. All institutions
which receive Federal funds, which
UPS does through student workstudy and loans, are required to
follow certain guidelines regarding
access for disabled people. Dr.
Spillman has not studied UPS's
actions for the disabled, but she
notes the obvious arc hitectual
barriers, and says that there should
be a centralized place in the Dean of
Students' office where disabled
students can get information and
assistance. Responsiblity is shared
Please Turn to Page 4, Column 3
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The rash of disastrous brush fires that
struck five southern California
counties is just about over... But now
Los Angeles area residents are being
warned to get ready for the next problems: flooding and mudslides. The
hills denuded by fire are subject to
severe erosion during the winter rainy
season that usually begins next
month.
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Pre-Thanksgiving Fast Set
By Jo Leovy
Thanksgiving is a time of being
thankful for abundant food, shelter,
and clothing. It has also become a
time for recogninzing that millions
of people lack these basic human
necessities. Fasting for world hunger
awareness has become a pre-Thanksgiving tradition both nationally and
on the UPS campus. The Chaplain's
Office and Food Services are sponsoring this year's school fast from
Sunday dinner through Monday

UPI International News
South Korean government
authorities have officially blamed the
captain of the Korean Airlines 747 for
Wednesday's crash at the Seoul
airport. Fifteen of the 226 people
aboard, including four Americans,
perished in the fiery crash landing.
Among the dead were the pilot and
flight crew. One survivor reported
they remained on the burning plane in
a fatal gesture of accepting responsibility for the crash.

C. & T.A. Professor Bonnie Spillman lectures to her class. Photo by
David Frankel.

The American Cancer Society is
launching a 24-hour smoke-out
Thursday in the hopes of getting
millions of Americans to quit smoking
for one day.
Ronald Reagan told reporters
Wednesday that no decisions have
been made on the makeup of his
cabinet, but sources told UPI that
Reagan's chief advisors have put
together a list of recommendations,
including Former Treasury Secretary
George Schultz for Secretary of State
and Texas Senator John Tower for
Defense.
The State Department has nothing
in particualr to say about it, but the
speaker of the Iranian parliament
Wednesday made it clear that Iran
does not plan to release the hostages
until the US actually implements the
four demands.

lunch to increase students' awareness
of world hunger. Food Service Supervisor Richard Grimwood has agreed to donate the money saved
from students who give up their
meals in the SUB to CROP, a
church hunger relief program. These
funds amount to about $2.20 per
student for the three meals.
A Thanksgiving Worship service in
the chapel at 10:30 am Sunday, followed by a brunch in the SUB, will
mark the beginning of the 30-hour
school fast. Monday afternoon at
4:30 in the SUB the Chaplain's Office
will give a brief service before students break the fast together. Students without meal tickets can fast
in recognition of world hunger.
IFC and Panhellenic are helping
relieve hunger locally by sponsoring a
Thanksgiving canned and packaged
food drive. Food items can be dropped
off in the dorms, Greek houses, library or SUB until Friday. The Salvation
Army will distribute the food to the
needy in Tacoma.
A nationwide fast is sponsored

each year on the Thursday before
Thanksgiving by Oxfam America.
Oxfam America is a Boston-based international relief and development
agency that has been sponsoring the
nationwide fast for seven years. Oxfam directors believe that fasting is
a symbok "statement against the
inequities that contribute to the misery of the millions of people around
the world who never have enough to
eat." Proceeds from their annual
fast help support development projects in the poorest areas of Asia,
Africa and Latin America. The
agency is also providing relief and
reconstruction aid to Cambodian refugees. The fast is sponsored by
many prominent entertainers and
politicians, including Ralph
Abernathy, Ed Asner, Joan Baez,
Harry Chapin, Alistair Cooke, Valerie Harper, Gloria Steinem and Andrew Young. Last year more than
1,000 Congressmen and their staff
participated by giving up their lunch
on Capitol Hill.
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A Debate of Substance

What is the Purpose of this University?
By David C. Smith

"There is no disparity, then, between what the University says it is
doing and what it is actually doing."
With this sentence, Dean Wolf red
Bauer ends his letter, in last week's
Trail, which essentially argues that
this school is not a liberal arts institution; rather, it is a University offering a "liberal education." This
argument causes me to be both surprised and bemused, and convinced
that no one is really quite sure where
this University actually stands.
I am sure that many students
shared my surprise. Had not the University been saying for years that
we strove to be a liberal arts institution? The answer can be found in
several University publications.
In a 1978 booklet entitled The
University of Puget Sound, a section
deals with history of the campus and
claims that "The demand for quality
instruction in the liberal arts had not
diminished (in 1968). And the best
students, so it appeared, still preferred the smaller classes and personalized instruction offered by
the small, private colleges."
The article goes on to say, "While
other schools are abandoning the liberal arts in favor of vocational training, often duplicating similar programs at state and community colleges, the University of Puget Sound
has revised extensively the scope
and richness of its liberal arts curri-

culum."
Nevertheless, dean Bauer insists
that "the University does not, however, characterize its primary educational thrust as a liberal arts undergraduate program."

Well, apparently somebody certainly fooled Bobbi Wyckoff, a 1979
graduate, who was quoted in the
1979-80 Bulletin: "Never sell a liberal
arts education short. In my three
years attending UPS, I have only
begun to open my mind to the vast
world around me. UPS has allowed
me to place special emphasis on two
broad fields of study that I find particularly interesting, while encompassing the total picture of a liberal
arts education. It's the best of both
worlds."
Worse yet, I have discovered that
nobody has explained our foundations
in a liberal arts education, which we
supposedly don't even have! In an
interview with an Admissions counselor, she told me that in almost all
of her presentations at high schools,
she introduces UPS by describing it
as "a liberal arts institution," with
several schools in specialized areas.
She seemed rather astonished when
I explained to her that Dean Bauer
said that administration personnel
"have consistently used the term "liberal education." (In fact, she
helped me find most of the literature
I have quoted thus far).
Admittedly, University publications
use the phrase "liberal education,"
but obviously they do not confine
themselves to this term. Rather, it
seems that the school has consistently interchanged these terms, from
which I can assume that the University believes the terms mean similar
concepts. Dean Bauer's letter attempted to stifle what has so far
been a debate of substance with a
debate over definitions, by trying
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ticular field after the student has received a liberal arts education. The
problem with Dean Bauer's definition is that he creates for the phrase
"liberal education" a description
which characterizes the University's
current curriculum, and then argues
that the University's program meets
this definition; thus it offers a "liberal educaion." This circular reasoning avoids the entire debate of substance.
Thus, it is obvious that the University must offer a liberal arts education to fulfill the definition of either
phrase. What we have been arguing
the past few weeks in our editorials
Please Turn to Page 12, Column 3

Conflict of Principles
By Lisa Martin

On Tuesday of last week I walked
over to Kilworth Chapel to register
for Spring semester. Upon arriving, I
was informed I could not register
until I had the signature of my advisor. The student who told me this
did not know the reason why a signature was needed. It just was, and
that was all there was to it.
My advisor LeRoy Annis, being
out of town, could not provide the
needed signature. I did manage to
find an individual to sign, and I arrived back at Kilworth feeling as
though once again I'd been beaten,
swallowed by a system that seems to
me to be an absurd attempt to
achieve something which potentially
could benefit both the student and
this University in their quest for a
rich education. But perhaps I am deceiving myself in believing that students or this University are involved
in any such quest.
An advisor could be an individual
who is sincerely interested in the student's education, an individual
who encourages the student to get
as well-rounded an education as
possible. But instead students are

conditioned to view advisors as
"people they have to see when they
need a signature." I will maintain
that the system makes it impossible
in many cases for a true advisory
relationship to ever develop. This
happens for several reasons.
To begin with, just what is the real
effect of a signature? In my opinion,
a signature attests to the fact that
the advisory system is not working; a
signature would not be needed if the
administration
believed
that
students were adequately advised.
Thus, advisors and students are
forced to at least pretend they see
each other (signing a registration slip
takes a second; and it is often signed
by a secretary or forged). Therefore,
the administration, by requiring a
signature, virtually admits that even
in the context of how an advisory
system is supposed to work — it
doesn't.
Secondly, as in the case of Music
advisors who have encouraged students to take "easy" classes outside
of the Music field (as cited in my ediPlease Turn to Page 11, Column 1
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to distinguish the two meanings to
an extreme.
Yet, several students, after reading
the letter, asked me: What is the difference between a liberal education
and a liberal arts education? Through
discussions and interviews (and arguments) with many faculty members
and students, I have arrived at this
consensus : a liberal arts education is
well-rounded instruction in the natural and social sciences and the humanities (such as language, philosophy, history, literature, and the abstract sciences). On the other hand,
a liberal education provides the opportunity for specialization in a par-

r

To the Editor:
This letter is in response to your
statement in the November 6 issue
of "The Trail," on the Combat Zone
page, in the article titled "Losers
Blues."
Your statement at the end of the
article was a low "bush league"
statement. For your information,
UPS baseball is the only NCAA Division I sport at the University. With
ALL RESPECT to the football and
basketball teams, I would like to see
them play WSU, University of Washington, Oregon State University, University of Oregon, and other major
universities with an abundant cash

flow that is essential for the facilities
and personnel a team needs for a
successful season, and finish the year
with a winning season.
Due to the cuts in the baseball
team's budget, everyone involved
must work hard on and off the field
to provide money for the road trips
and to enjoy the success UPS baseball has enjoyed in the past, and deserves in the 1981 season and in
years to come.
The first home game is March 17,
1981, at Burns Field. Come out and
support the 1981 Loggers this Spring.
Rick Hacker
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By Amy Noble
SUB Renovation
The committee for renovation of
the SUB is being assembled. It will
be chaired by David Smith and Julie
Nelson. Possible advisors include
Serni Solidarios and Mary Watts.
Potential members who have an interest in the program are being approached and others who are interested should contact the ASUPS office. Plans to collect information for
planning include holding student
discussion groups to discuss proposals getting feedback and touring
other Student Union buildings such
as those at Fort Steilacoom, Green
River, Pacific Lutheran University
and the University of Washington.
The general feeling is that the committee should "go for the gusto" and
present a complete finalized plan
stating all necessary action to be
taken.
Lighting on Campus
ASUPS has been working with
Safety and Security to determine the
possibility of additional lighting on
campus to provide additional safety.
A tour was made to determine the
darkest areas on campus but the ma-

SENATE REPORT
jor hold-up is money. Each light
would cost approximately $4000.00.
It was suggested that ASUPS take
some action and appropriate some
money in an attempt to spur the
University into taking some action.
Efforts have been made to improve
safety such as the cutting back of
bushes away from walkways and so
on. In addition Director of Safety
and Security Mark Gavin asked that
a voluntary Fraternity escort system
be coordinated through Safety and
Security.
Trustee Committee Appointment
ASUPS President Carl Perkins announced that a member needs to be
selected for University Relations
Committee. This position will work
with the alumni in fund raising and
improving the University's reputation around the country. Although
the Governance Committee would
like interviews to be conducted prior
to an appointment such as this it was
determined that there was not sufficient time for this process in this
case. Perkins submitted Lisa Vanderhoff as the most qualified person
and her appointment was appproved

by the Senate.
Finance Committee Meeting
The bid for the Cross Currents
publication was larger than expected. However this figure was
taken before consideration of expected revenues of the publication.
The committee approved $50.00
per semester to be paid to Lisa Vanderhoff for her work in the publicity
office.
The CIAC Advisory Board meeting
was held and reported that the committee had placed eighty students in
eleven different groups. This increase in placement is due to the additional publicity the committee had
received. Students are also being involved in the Friend to Friend program.
Senate Retreat
A retreat for Senate members was
held Friday November 14. Topics to
be discussed were to include: Jim
Dagel on the Conduct Code and its
amendments, an overview of the
Programs Council by Serni
Solidarios, what to include in the
liaison reports, how to make Senate

meetings run more smoothly, goals
as individual senators and the
Senate as a whole. This was held at
President Phibbs house.
Office for Senators
A conference room in the ASUPS
office has been cleaned out and set
up for use by Senate members.
Senators will be assigned scheduled
time blocks for use of the room and
it will provide an opportunity for
Senators to meet with professors
and members of their various committees.
Miscellaneous
- Dave Almoslino announced that
any person interested in a position
on the Intramural Council should apply immediately. Positions open on
the Council include duties such as
decision making and serving as a
general advisory board member.
- Senator Aaron Peterson asked
for an update on the Student Court
quota. Perkins replied that none of
the members wished to resign and
that there is no other manner in
which to reduce the size of the court
so it will remain as is.
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IFC News

Greek life at UPS includes more
than just partying, and we (the InterFraternity Council) would like to inform the students at UPS of those
other aspects of Greek living. With
this goal in mind, we have started this
column. The purpose is not to emphasize any differences between
Greeks and Independents, although
there are advantages and disadvantages to both, but to inform and give
a more in-depth view of how we live
and who we are.
Community service projects are
something that often go unnoticed
by the campus community. Every
house on campus is involved with
some type of community service
project. The projects directly benefit the community by either the
donation of funds or time and labor.
In the past, we have assisted various
nursing homes, little league teams,
and several hospitals.
Among the more notable projects
were a blood drive in which 63 units
of blood were accumulated in one
afternoon, helping with the Special
Olympics, taking children around
for trick-or-treat for UNICEF, working with Mary Bridge Children's Hospital, participating in Big Brother/Little Brother programs, working with
the March of Dimes, a dance marathon for M.S., and helping with Muscular Dystrophy.
Because 1980 is an election year,
several houses have provided their
services to the community by helping to register voters, helping to get
senior citizens to the polls, and by

sponsoring a public forum where gubernatorial candidate Duane
Berentson spoke.
Some houses have become very
much involved in specific campaigns
on the local, state, and national
levels, and have provided much help
in these campaigns, especially in the
Republican Commitment '80
campaign.
In the future, several new projects
are planned to continue our efforts.
IFC is currently sponsoring a
campus-wide food drive to help
needy families in Tacoma for Thanksgiving, and an Alcohol Awareness
program is tentatively scheduled for
next spring.

In last week's Trail,our feature
Senate Report claimed that
"The trustees have asked some
of the Student Court members
to step down." This in fact was
not the case. The Court
members had been asked if
they felt that their time
commitments would interfere
with their responsiblities
on the Court, but the trustees
were not involved in this line
of questioning; rather, the
Trustees had been
commenting on the new
Conduct Code, and the two
matters were not related. We
apologize for the error.
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Disabled Can
Participate
For those unaware of the definition
of Accesible, it is: That which can be
approached or obtained. For those
unaware of their accessibility to programs - academic or non-academic because of a handicap, it is to their
advantage to read further.
Jerome Mayfield, The assistant
Dean of Students, is interested in letting the students become aware of
their right to participate in any program or activity that UPS offers, regardless of any Handicap, as long as
the individual qualifies for the position.
Mayfield, along with the Dean of
Students, Jean Hill, is in charge of a
program that offers such services as
interperters for the hearing impaired
and readers for the blind. The program runs under the guidelines of
Federal regulation 504, that states:
No qualified handicapped person
shall, because a recipients facilities are inaccessible to or unusable
byhandicapped persons, be dinied
the benefits of, be excluded from
participation in, or otherwise be
subjected to discrimination under

any program or activity.
The regulation also states that all
programs must be modified to include the participation of handicapped persons.
The main objective of the
program is to aid students in participating in activities that they would
feel excluded from. "It is a personal
feeling I have that if one qualifies
for a position in a program or activity, he or she should be allowed the
opportunity to participate," says
Mayfield. "But it is a self-identifying
process," adds Jean Hill, "we have
to develop means of identifying the
people in need of the program; until
then, we encourage them to come in
- the program is there, if asked for."
The services offered by the program can, if taken advantage of, be
extremely beneficial for any persons
wanting to join in on programs and
activities. For even minor handicaps,
one needs only to contact Jerome
Mayfield or Jean Hill in the Dean of
Students Office for information on
gaining accessibility to any
programs - academic or non-academic.

Graduate Gains Top Job
Gary E. Nino has been appointed
marketing director of the Southwest
Division for Associates Financial Ser-

Jobline
WAITER/WAITRESS
Age 21 + - 20 hrs pr/wk - will train.
3.10/hr + tips
HOUSE WORKER
4-5 hr/wk - near bus lines - age 21 +
3.10/hr
BOOKKEEPER
3 yrs fl chrg exp - 3-4 hrs/day
5.00/hr
CLERK-TYPIST
2 hrs/wk - evenings - type 55 wpm use dictaphone.
3.10/hr
NURSE AIDE
2-3 nights/wk - own transp.
3.60/hr
DIAL-A-JOB
All jobs listed on 24 hr. line. Please
call: 593-2682.
All service is free
.

vices Company Inc., the consumer
finance subsidiary of Associates Corporation of North America (The Associates). The announcement was
made by William A. Gallaway, president of Associates Financial Services.
Nino joined AFCS in 1967 as a
branch manager and most recently
served as group assistant vice president in the Washington/Oregon Region. A native of Tacoma, Wash., he
will be based in Dallas.
Nino majored in finance while attending the University of Puget
Sound.
The Associates, a Gulf + Western
company with more than 1,100
offfices here and abroad, is one of
the leading independent sources of
consumer credit in a number of service areas including personal loans,
mortgage loans, auto financing and
money orders. With assets of nearly
$5 billion, The Associates funds
many of its operations by issuing
commercial paper and term debt instruments to banks and institutional
investors internationally.
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Security Blotter
11-11 at 11:47 pm: A white male;
approximately 25 years of age; was
observed near Tenzler Hall acting in
a suspicious manner. This individual
left the area after observing Security
personnel approaching him
11-12 at 5:09 pm: Two students reported the theft of their locks and
contents of their wallets from their
secured locker in the Fieldhouse
men's locker room. Investigation is
pending.
11-15 at 9:43 pm: A fire alarm was
activated in Harrington Hall when a

resident observed a large amount of
smoke within the dormitory. Upon
investigation Security personnel discovered that individuals who had
started a fire in the fireplace had
failed to open the vent; thus causing
the excessive amount of smoke in
the dorm.
A hit-and-run
11-16 at 7:11 pm:
accident occured at the corner of
North 14th and Washington. The
victim's vehicle received approximately $200 worth of damage. Investigation is pending.

Bonnie Spillman
by the individual and the institution;
for instance, Spillman believes that
it is UPS's responsibility to spend the
extra time needed to prepare
lectures and grade papers.
In the past, Dr. Spillman has
encountered discrimination. At the
University of California at Davis, she
was totally ostracized by the faculty
of her department. "They figured
that if they were blind they couldn't
teach, so they thought I couldn't."
She notes that her reception at UPS
has been the exact opposite, with
overwhelmingly positive response
from staff, students, and faculty. As
for the students, she says,"I'm
impressed. I have found students
highly motivated, quick to grasp
concepts, and exciting to have in
class."
She believes that communications
studies are part of a liberal arts
education because the reasons for
poor communication are social, not
individual. "Communication is the
absolute essential for accomplishing
anything in a society. It's the
bridge for people to cooperate with
each other. Everyone assumes, 'Oh,
I've been communicating for years,
so I know how to do that,' but they

don't. With communciations study,
we will accomplish "maybe not a
better world, but a chance for one."
She taught communications at
Utah State University for five years
and coached debate there, then
moved to the Department of
Rhetoric at the University of

California at Davis for two years.
She came to UPS to find a smaller,
less competitive school, where
teaching was valued over
publication.
Her published work
includes
leadership,
studies
in
decision-making,
consensus,
persuasion,
and
male-female
communication patterns. In her
spare time, she plays piano, organ,
accordion, and she also knits and
reads widely.
Dr. Spillman has developed acute
auditory sensitivity to help her
communicate. For instance, she can
tell whether someone is looking
directly at her by whether the echo
of the speaker's voice bounces off
the wall behind her or off of the
desk. She can tell when students'
attention is wandering from signs
such as increased pen-clicking,
whispering, and paper-shuffling.
Even though she has finally
accepted her blindness on a deep
level and has created a rich life for
herself, she does feel frustrations.

She had to work out a difficult
balance between stubborn
independence and clinging
dependence. One major frustration
occurs when she needs to read
something quickly, as in the five
minutes before class, and can't.
Another is when she needs to get off
by herself and can't simply take a
drive or a long walk. Yet the
frustrations are always
overwhelmed by the rewards of her
employment.
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University of Texas Loses Out to UPS
By Linda Fisher

Eat your heart out University of
Texas, UPS has stolen your Stacy
away.
"In Search of Stacy Etheredge" is
an article which appeared recently
in the University of Texas alumni
magazine. Stacy had written a letter
of inquiry to UT when she was twelve
years old because she believed UT
would be her choice of colleges
after she graduated high school in
1980. Stacy's plans changed however, and now she is a freshman at
UPS.
In Stacy's letter, which was reprinted in the article, Stacy described
herself, and then wrote "Please listen to me. Just because I am 12 does
not mean I am not looking forward
to college. So I wanted to know if
you would send me some information." Stacy continued her letter
asking for particular items of information about the school, and about
their program in astronomy, in which
she was interested.
The author of the article, Roger C.
Williams, was the dean of admissions when Stacy wrote, and when
going through his files last
December he found her letter and
decided to use it to write an article
explaining UT's plans for recruiting
outstanding high school students.
Williams found Stacy, last winter,
in Anacortes, Washington and asked
her if she still planned on going to
UT. "I told them there had been a
slight change of plans" said Stacy
about her conversation with William's
office when they telephoned her at
her high school, "but I told them I
might go there to graduate school,
to make them feel better."
Does Stacy remember writing the

letter? "Yes...I was really into school
and in education in general. I
thought the idea of college was really neat." Stacy explained that she
had talked to one of her sixth grade
teachers, Mr. Corbin, about writing
the letter to UT and he was very
proud of her when she got a response.
Stacy's main reason for picking
UT as her choice in the sixth grade
was because she was born in Texas
and lived there until she was eight
years old. "I was so hung up on
Texas I wanted to be in the name of

curricular activities."
Stacy, who still looks very much
like she did in her sixth grade picture,
cringes when she hears someone
read her letter out loud. About particular parts of her letter, where she
described herself being a good
student, Stacy says embarassedly,
looking down at the floor, "I hate
that...I don't know why I wrote that."
While at the time of her letter
Stacy was interested in astronomy,
there was also a period, near the
same time, when she wanted to be
an astronaut. "I use to write to
NASA and they would send me all
kinds of information."
Stacy no longer has plans for
becoming an astronomer or an astronaut. About her choice of major
did I chose you? Because I was born
today Stacy hesitates and says "I
in Texas and lived there until I was
don't know...if I had to choose right
eight (four years ago, because you, I
now it would be a double major in
think is the best school in the state,
Politics and Government, and Ecobecause I am not satisfied with my
nomics, but I'm not really sure."
state's choises, and because you
Why did Stacy decide to attend
have the W.I. MacDondald
UPS, even after all the attention she
astronomical Observatory jointly
received from UT? "There were a lot
operated with Chicago University,
of reasons," says Stacy. "The bigthe largest library in the state 1,200,000
gest reason though is that my brother is
books (I read a lot!) and a very good
here, and my other brother lives
enrollment of 24, 655 people (census
1960). Fourth off, My interest Astro- ..close by. For the first time in a long
time I can be close to my family, and
nomy. What is your course like?,
that is very important to me right
does it offer Masters and Doctors
now." Stacy further explained that
Degrees, what books and tools do I
her parents were transferred to Honbuy? How good are the teachers
duras dur;ng her sophomore year of
and/or observatory. That is all I have
high school, and she has not been
to say. Please put my letter in a file,
able to be with her family as much
if you want to because I will be at
as she would like.
your school in 1980, and you can
Williams closed his article with
take it out then. See you around!!!
"In the meantime, we at the University of Texas will have to continue
Yours Truly
our efforts...and see that fewer of the
Stacy Etheredges get away." As far
Stacy A. Etheredge
as Stacy is concerned however, UT
Ph.D Sc.D???
did not even have a fighting chance
I hope
against UPS.

Early Interest Sparked Letter
Dear Ladies or Gentlemen:
My name is Stacy Ann Etheredge. I
am of the female sex, age 12, and in
the 6th grade. I love school.... Please
listen to me. lust because I am 12
does not mean I am not looking forward to college.
So I wanted to
know if you would send me some information. You will not be wasting
your time or money, because I will
keep these things until 12th grade
and on. I want to know many things
and this may require a personal reply
although I know you are pressed for
time. First off, Entrance Requirements,
Accredition, Size, Cost (enrollment
fees, tutition, books, living expenses
etc.) Fellowships, Scholarships, Degrees, Financial Help, Curriculom,
and Extra-curricular activities.
Second, a few questions. Does the
school offer the course I am intereded in? (My course is Astronomy.)
How well is the school equipped in
general buildings, libraries, labotorys
and other buildings? Third off, Why

This Sunday night, Trail Editor Lisa Martin and Assistant
Editor David C. Smith will q uestion Dr. Frank Cousens (English),
Ron Adkins (Academic Advising), and Dr. Bur Baisin ger
(Communications and Theater Arts) on the liberal arts education issues which have been presented in Trail letters and
editorials this semester. The program will be on KUPS at 8:00.

to31: H Wes).
HAIR DESIGN
20Z Off On Perms
With This Coupon

Includes Hair Cut and Dry
3321 N 26th

the school, and on my diploma. I
considered myself a Texan," said
Stacy.
Stacy said no one helped her write
the letter, but she used the encyclopedia and a college bulletin to find
out what information she should be
concerned with in her choice of
school. "First off," wrote Stacy, "Entrance Requirements, Accredition
size, Cost (enrollment fess, tuition,
books, living expenses etc.) Fellowships, Scholarships, Degrees,Financial
Help, Curriculum (sic), and Extra-

Hair Cut And
Blow Dry
$7.00
759-2363

SKI TIME

IS HERE

For Ski Gear That's
Best For YOU
See Us
We're Tacoma's
Experts
"There's Only One Parkland Sports Center"
Mon—Sat 10-9
Layaways
Welcome
fe.4?4(:)(NO CENTER
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Sound Check

Iggy Pop Trembles at Showbox
By Charlie Dahlgren

Album Review:

Costello's New Album Cynical
By Paul Grondahl
Elvis Costello

Taking Liberties
Columbia
"It's under cover, around the houses,
up your skirt and down your trousers,"
croons Elvis Costello in his own
inimitable style on his. new album,
Taking Liberties. What is everywhere,
one discovers, is a prevailing cynicism
of life in general. And Costello is not
one to whimper away blandly about
his views; on the contrary, his music
confronts the listener with sardonic
bitterness.
It is perhaps disheartening to
some to find such a young man (early 20's) exceedingly cynical beyond
his years. In an apparent love song,
"Just A Memory," the repeated stanza is: "Losin you is just a memory/Memories don't mean that much to
me."
"Hover Factory" emphasizes a note
of pessimism also. "It's not a matter
of life and death/But what is - what

is/It doesn't matter if I take another
breath/Who cares; who cares?" A
few more examples include, "It does
not move me, even though I've seen
the movie," — "(I Don't Want To Go
To) Chelsea" — and on "Sunday's
Best:" "Times are tough for English
babies/Send their army and their
navy/Beat up strangers who talk funny/Take their greasy foreign money."
Taking Liberties is Costello's second
consecutive 20-track album. His
current effort, which debuted at 15
of The Rolling Stone Top 100 Album
Chart recently, is a compilation of
unreleased masters, rare B-sides,
English album cuts and collector's
items which have not been
available before domestically.
Production duties on the album
are shared by Elvis and Nick Lowe
and all but two of the 20 tunes were
penned by Costello. Elvis, and his
band The Attractions, promises an
album of new material in January
which willbe
followed by a U.S.
tour

The scene for Iggy Pop's Seattle
Iggy's backup band featured Ivan
performance was the Showbox Thea- Crowl formerly of the Patti Smith
tre located on First Avenue near the Group on guitar. Other members
Pike Place Market downtown. For- included lead guitarist; bass; and
merly a bingo palace; the Showbox drums. The unit was as hot as any
was leased early last year by Mo- I've ever seen. They played clean
dern Productions and is currently rock 'n roll.
used as a concert hall for wellAfter the first set; the show was alknown artists who prefer the setting most cut short when some idiot
and size of the theatre. Though the threw a buzz bomb on stage and
Showbox holds 1400 people; it gives caught the drum on fire. Fortunatethe impression of being smaller. The ly; the blaze was extinguished and
hall is shaped in a semicircle; Iggy and his band were there to put
with a large floor to the front and on a good show. With fire extintwo levels of chairs and tables be- guisher junk all over; the band went
hind. on to play a 40-minute set including
The open area in front of the stage "Louie-Louie" as performed by the
was packed as Iggy Pop appeared. Kingsmen.
The crowd; consisting of Seattle
Iggy Pop was interviewed by
new-wave fans and various U.P.S. ' KZAM-AM on the afternoon before
students went wild. Though dressed the show. He said he had finished
only in a t-shirt and jeans; Iggy a new album and was waiting to do
was the focus of everyone's atten- the final mix. He also said that he
tion. was currently on tour "for the fun of
With moves such as kicks over his it. "
head and falling into the crowd
The show was opened by Peter
Iggy Pop made his presence known. Noon; former vocalist with HerThe guy is a great performer and man's Hermits; and his band The
incorporates his radiant personality Tremblers.
On tour to support
into his act.
their new album; The Tremblers put
From a musical aspect; Iggy Pop's on an interesting performance of
act is solid. His song list; which modern rock 'n roll songs. Though
ended up in the hands of former the band was a bit short in the defiyearbook editor Richard Pichler; nitive character department; they
varied from spaciously arranged put on an enthusiastic set. The
songs such as "Sister Midnight" to Tremblers are developing into a profast-moving numbers like fessional act; and it was a treat
"Dogfood"; "Lust for Life"; and having them open the show for Iggy
"I Want to be Your Dog"; all by Pop.
Iggy Pop.

Book Review:

Wagners' Book Anti-climactic
By David C. Smith

The Gift of Rome; by John and Esther Wagner. Atlantic Monthly
Press; 1961. 224 pages. Several copies are available in the UPS Library
in the Faculty Publications section.

.

KUPS Top Ten Albums
Harry Chapin --- Sequel
Aerosmith --- Greatest Hits
Hubert Laws — Family
Wilton Felder -- Inherit the Wind
Bruce Springsteen — The River
Spyro Gyra --- Carnival
Sailor — Sailor
Herbie Hancock — Herbie Hancock
George Thorogood — More George
Thorogood and the Destroyers
1(.) Leon Huff — How to Create Music

Cluentius, an honest and well-respected citizen of Larinum, accuses
his stepfather, Oppianicus, of attempting to murder him. After an
arduous trial, the court banishes the defendent from Rome.
Eight years later, Oppianicus the Younger brings suit against his
stepbrother Cluentius for alledgedly poisoning Oppianicus the Older,
who has died during the interim. Yet, as the reader discovers early in
the novel, this allegation is just a farcical ploy that Accius, the prosecutor, uses to force the case through the lower courts, over which
judges preside. During the final trial, Accius appeals instead on an
emotional level to the jury of seventy-two citizens. He drops the poisoning charge and accuses Cluentius of causing Oppianicus' early
death by bribing the jury and buying the conviction and banishment of
an innocent man.
Faced with this weighty dilemma, Cluentius feels that the only attorney who can adequately defend him is Cicero, the famed orator. The
intriguing aspect of the plot is that Cicero had been Oppianicus' attorney eight years earlier. Thus, Cicero faces a difficult challenge, which,
of course, he accepts.
The book begins in an effectively suspenseful style with a series of
letters between Cluentius and Cicero. After this complex, but fascinating introduction, the novel concentrates on the intensive preparation
for the trial, the bitter feud between Cluentius and his mother Sassia,
and the trial itself.
psychological and
The novel is exceptional on two levels:
historical. The Freudian mother/son, love/hate relationship is captivatingly portrayed; particularly since Cluentius does not want Cicero to
ostracize his mother during the trial, despite the fact that she has engineered this proceeding in the name of her other son. The characterization of Sassia as a deranged widow who, as a member of an Egyptian
cult worships her dead husband, is brilliantly drawn. Cluentius as well
is an interesting character whose respectable reputation clashes with
his clandestine activities. Unfortunately, however, the third major
character, Cicero, falls short of the powerful figure we know from history, and the novel fails to adequately acquaint the reader with the
famous orator.
On an historical level, The Gift of Rome is informative and enchanting. The political and judicial systems (which are sometimes indisPlease Turn to Page 12, Column 3
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ant to
I n Barzan poster
52.00
Cheetah poster
2.00
❑ Barzan Jersey
S, AA, L. XL
7.00
(Baseball style with red sleeves)

.Ii

Cheetah t-shirt
S, M. L. XL
(Specify color beige, yellow, or blue) 5.00
total enclosed _
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VISA
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number
expiration dale

name
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address
city state zip
I want more. Send me a complete

Beeraphemalia brochure.

Offer expires December 31, 1980

Go Ape This Fail
It's a jungle out there, especially on campus, so we suggest you
stock up on great-tasting Mountain Fresh Rainier, sign up for
Survival of the Freshest 101, and send for your Apeperson gear.
Our full-color posters are $2.00 each, and our swinging t-shirts
cost just $5.00 apiece. Or come "get it yourself": take the brewery
tour and discover the whole treasure-trove of Rainier-related stuff
we sell in the world-renowned
Beeraphernalia Shop. If you
can't come in person, till out
the coupon, and we'll take
care of the rest. Send coupon,
check, bankcard number, or
money order to:
Beeraphernalia, Rainier
Brewing Company, 3100
Airport Way South, Seattle,
Washington 98134.
Cheetah poster

Barzan poster

Barzan jersey

Cheetah t-shirt
Rainier Brewing Company, Stank, Washington
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"Deadly Game" Profound
By Elizabeth Elliott

The Concord String Quartet performs in Kilworth Chapel. Photo by Greg
Bulkley.

Quartet Performance Vibrant

Viewing the Inside Theater's
second production of the 1980-81
season, James Yaffe's "The Deadly
Game," is a thought-provoking
experience, to say the least. Adapted from Frederich Duerrenmatt's
novel, Trapps, the play is a
combination of suspense, horror,
comedy, and pathos. Like the
visions in Paul Simon's song, The
Sounds of Silence, "The Deadly
Game" leaves seeds in one's mind
which, with time, sprout into fullfledged questions.
It is only upon reflection that the
depth of the issues presented
becomes apparent. "The Deadly
Game" takes place in the Swiss Alps.
Four elderly gentlemen, three of
them retired lawyers, gather
together to play a little game of
theirs to pass the time. Seemingly a
harmless enough situation, right?
Well. . . seemingly. The game, in
which they practice "law in its
purest form" by retrying famous
historical trials or occasional
visitors, is more than entertainment.
It gives these men a purpose - and
they 'play' in deadly earnest
On this fateful night an unwitting
travelling salesman, Howard Trapp,
seeks refuge from the elements in
the house of Emile Carpeau after his
car runs into a drift. Being a funloving type of fellow, Trapp does not
refuse his hosts' invitation to join in
their game - as the defendent.
Perhaps "The Deadly Game" can
be likened to a Greek tragedy,
complete with hero, chorus, and the
tragic flaw. Howard Trapp (Byron
Gangnes) is a successful man,
reasonably happy with his life. He
claims to be a defendent without a
crime, but before long we become
convinced that somehow all humans
are guilty of something. Trapp's
flaw lies in his humanity, and thus he
is the figure with whom we identify.
Howard is doomed because he does
not know enough - he does not
become aware of his danger until it
is too late. Watching as he tries
desperately to escape, the audience
is acutely aware of his helplessness and hopelessness.
The
four
friends
are
the

By Crystal Wagley
"Excellent!" - It seemed to be the heartbreaking sorrows to the most
only word spectators could find to joyous elations. Energy, horror, susdescribe the Concord String Quartet's pense, and any number of eerie senNovember 10 performance in the sations came alive at their command.
Kilworth Chapel. The concert's cli- The effect was obvious by the intenmactic finish found people turning sity on the audience's faces. The ienthusiastically to their neighbors magery they were able to stir up was
and comparing notes. They seemed amazing. One could picture a sevento have to make sure that the spec- teenth century ballroom affair while
tacle they had just witnessed had listening to some of Haydn's arrangereally been as exceptionally awe- ments, and some of Rochberg's
inspiring as they, themselves, had pieces conjured up scenes not unlike
perceived it to be. Oddly enough, those in Dracula movies.
These particular artists engage
everyone's opinions seemed matched
themselves in their craft not only
this time.
The applause communicated the mentally, but physically as well. Vimessage clearly, ringing loud and gorous toe-tapping and bouncing of
long as the two-hour performance heads kept a steady beat for the muconcluded with a standing ovation. sic. Although the lower half of their
The four smiling musicians continued bodies remained stationary, fits of
to bow gracefully, finally obliging wild passion compelled the men to
with an encore. On this particular rock wildly to and fro during the
night, an audience of approximately concert's most dramatic moments.
400 persons unanimously Their facial expressions too, never
proclaimed the Concord String failed to reflect the flavor of their
Quartet to be the true epitome of music. Consequently, the show was
musical "excellence." visually exciting as well, a trait rare to
If Beethoven is the model of clas- most classical music concerts.
sical musicians, then I dare say Beethoven has met his match, maybe not
!t cannot be said that these gentlein the held of composition, but in men's expertise came easily. The
the area of execution. The Concord quartet has been in existence for
String Quartet played Beethoven, nine years and has travelled all over
Haydn and Rochberg with an unex- the United States, Europe and Africa.
plainable perfection - one that can Fisher readily admits that the group
only be experienced and judged by practices five hours a day every day
the ear itself. of the week, taking off only two
The quartet is comprised of four
very distinguished classical musicians: Mark Sokol on violin, John
Kochanowski on viola, Andrew Jennigs on second violin, and Norman
Fisher as celloist They are the
Quartet-in-Residence at Dartmouth
College
The four emerged on stage in appropriate attire - black tuxedos and
bow ties. They then proceeded to
seat themselves in a square arrangement, facing one another in a
communicative manner.
Attempting to describe their
sound or emotional appeal in words
is to do injustice to their work. However, one unique characteristic that
could not go unnoticed was their uncanny ability to create innumerable
sound sensations. At one moment,
their combination could immitate a
solitary violin, while at the next
moment produce the illusion of an
entire orchestra.
The Concord String Quartet has
also mastered total control over the
UPS Orchestra members Janet Stanton and Kent Kurris practice in
emotional element of their chamber
preparation for tomorrow's concert. UPS Publicity office Photo.
music. They conveyed a multitude
of emotions - ranging from the most

instrument of Fate. As prosecutor,
public defender, and judge, the
three lawyers solemnly play out
their roles. Larry Baumiller is
Gustave Kummer, the prosecutor.
Ruthlessly he digs at Trapp to find a
crime and prove him guilty. Kummer
is cold and merciless he will not
waste time bemoaning the fate of
man. Bernard Laroque' (Larry
Hanson) is the rather tender-hearted
public defender. Laroque is the
humanitarian - he uses every tactic
he knows to save Trapp, but in this
case the client, in his ignorance, is
the defender's worst obstacle. To
finish off the trio there is Emile
Carpeau (Rick Hinkson), host and
former judge. Benign and menacing
at one and the same time, Carpeau
takes a rather fanatic delight in his
duty of deciding Trapp's fate.
The fourth elderly gentleman is
Joseph Pillet (Eric Anderson). Pillet
(forgive the analogy) is the Greek
chorus: his senile (?) ramblings alert
the audience to Trapp's predicament
long before the hapless salesman is
aware of it. Ingrid Boxberger plays
Nicole, who minces in and out until
her final appearance, when she stays
only long enough to deliver a
chilling blow to Howard Trapp's
hopes. James Watkins plays Pierre,
the mute 'bailiff,' and Jordana Sardo
completes the cast as a visitor.
Deadly Game" raises
"The
questions of society's concept of
justice: What exactly is just? Who
has the right to decide? And if we all
are guilty, as the story suggests, how
can we determine those crimes
which merit punishment and those
that do not? There is also the matter
of the gentleman involved - are they
crazy or are they right?
Rick Tutor has done a fine job of
directing; Arnie Starkey was
responsible for the costuming. The
set, designed by Kurt Stripling,
makes an effective shift from warm
parlor to solemn courtroom with
ease.
"The Deadly Game" will be playing
at the Inside Theater November 2022. For ticket information stop by
the box office in Jones Hall or call
756-3329.

Ebert Premiers
The world premiere performance
of "Overture for Orchestra" highlights the University of Puget Sound
Orchestra concert Friday, Nov. 21 at
8 pm in Jacobsen Recital Hall.
UPS music professor Dr. Lawrence
Ebert composed the featured work.
The Orchestra also performs Debussy's "Fetes Movement from Nocturnes" and Vivaldi's "Concerto in F
Major for two Horns and Orchestra."
The "Concerto" features student
soloists Kent Kurris and Janet
Stanton, UPS music majors.
Following intermission, the
Orchestra presents Bizet's "Symphony in C Major."
Musical director Edward Seferian
conducts the 35 - student ensemble.
Seferian, director of the Tacoma
Symphony, is a 22-year faculty
member of the UPS School of Music.
The concert is one of 37 offered
by the UPS School of Music this fall.
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Weekly Calendar
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 20
7:00 pm — Wesley Christian Fellowship, in the Chapel.
8:00 pm — Open Mike in the Union
House.
8:00 pm — Pianist James Johnson
performs works of Bach, Beethoven,
Schumann, and Chopin in the
Recital Hall.
8:00 pm — Inside Theater: "The
Deadly Game."

8:00 pm — Edward Seferian conducts
the University Orchestra in a
program which includes the world
premiere of Lawrence Ebert's new
composition, Vivaldi's "Concerto in
F Major for Two Horns and
Orchestra," Debussy's "Fetes
Movement from Nocturnes," and
Biset's "Symphony in C 'Major." In
the Recital Hall.

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 24
8:00 pm — Richard Werner directs the
Jazz Ensemble in a program of many
different jazz styles, from 30's style
dance band music to contemporary
jazz rock pieces. Music made
famous by acts such as Count Basie,
Stan Kenton, Don Ellis, and Chuck
Mangione will be played. In
the Recital Hall.

8:00 pm — Inside Theater: "The
Deadly Game," general tickets are
$4.00 and student tickets are $3.00.

Tuesday, November 25
4:00 pm — Tuesday Tea and Sherry, in
the Langlow House.

SA TURDAY, NOVEMBER 22
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 21
12:10 pm — Student Recital in the
Recital Hall.
3:00 pm — Women's Studies and the
Feminist Students Union present a
slide lecture called "Mom, Dad, and
the Kids," in Mc006.
6:00, 8:30, and 11:00 pm — Campus
Film: "And Justice for All, starring
Al Pacino. 50 cents admission with
student ID, in Mc 006.

1:00 pm — Men's and Women's Swim
Meet vs. Eastern Washington
University
.

8:00 pm — Inside Theater: "The
Deadly Game"

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 23
6:00 amd 8:30 pm — Campus Film:
"And Justice for All" in Mc006.

5:15 pm — Del Langbauer will be
speaking on "The Religious Symbol"
in the Kappa Sigma Lounge (Union
and North 13th). Dessert and coffee
will be served. This is part of an
ongoing series sponsored by
Arts/Religion/Literature seminars.
The UPS Vocal Jazz
8:00 pm —
Ensemble with the French-LawrenceHagen Trio and the Empty Shoes
Quintet will perform at the Inside
Theater. The program will be
directed by Yvonne Cheek.
9:00 pm — Inn II, in the Chapel.
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THIS WEEKS SPECIAL FEATURES:
*GOOD EVENING FROM PARIS,
Sunday 8:00
*"ON CAMPUS"
AT 9:00
. .Discussion of the Moral Majority and
ihe proposed Anti-Abortion Amendment

*COMING UP1111 KUPS CHRISTMAS CONTEST
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Drama Review:

TAG's "Bus Stop" More than a Sitcom

ly Paul Grondahl

Maybe we have lost the ability to love.
Maybe life has become so complex
that man's anxiety about his mere
survival will render him too miserly
to give of himself in any true relationship.
William Inge

111r

On the surface, the current offering at Tacoma Actors Guild - Bus
Stop by William Inge-would appear
to be a light, petty (often funny) sitcom of inconsequential themes.
One might compare it to the popular
television program, Alice. And it
does play well on that level, but credit guest director Shaun AustinOlsen's mounting of the TAG production in transcending such an obvious interpretation.
The 1955 drama gains its impetus
through Inge's rather unlikely plot
device - namely, a group of people
are stranded in their travel aboard a
bus by a blizzard and are forced to
spend time at Grace's Diner, a quaint
dive in a small town 30 miles west of
Kansas City. The audience, in a
sense, is also trapped by this act of
nature and is forced into the private
worlds of these characters for the
brief duration until the roads can be
cleared.
Inge's notion of lost innocence
and the absence of a former purity
in love is the common strand interwoven among the various relationships developed in the plot. The first
pair of characters to couple are the
owner Grace and Carl the bus driver.
Before Carl's arrival, Grace talks of
the dreary routine of her daily life
and the loneliness of trudging up the
stairs to her solitary apartment each
night after closing. Along comes
Carl and that situation is quickly remedied, at least superficially. The
two are giddy and physically fulfilled
(Grace sighs that she's plumb tired),
but their relationship is hardly the
paramount of ideal truth and love.
We can bet that Carl will be back for
seconds when his bus comes through
again, yet he still skirts Grace's queries into his marital status.
The central relationship focuses
on the naive 21-year-old cowboy Bo
and his impassioned attempt to
lasso the resisting Cherie, a two-bit
entertainer, into marriage and a life
on his Montana ranch. Bo, for all his
bull-headedness and lack of tact, is
the purest in his love. It is this quality in him - "Bo is virgin enough for
the two of us" - that attracts the welltravelled chanteuse Cherie, who has
shrugged her shoulders at the inevitability of being used by men. The
two resolve their conflict in the end,
bring out the best aspects of each other and sound the most optimistic
note about attaining the playwright's
notion of ideal love.
The relationship which I found
most intriguing was that between
middle-aged Professor Lyman, who
has three ex-wives, and the high
school-aged waitress Elma. The former professor is a pathetic, but sarcastically humorous drunk who
spouts some great one-liners about
his life of misery. His years of unrealized longings are immediately
tempered with the sympathy, innocence and simple love offered by
Elma. Inge is possibly a little overly

blatant with his symbols here - the
two discuss Shakespeare's sonnets
and muddle through the balcony
scene of Romeo and Juliet - but he
delicately draws a fascinating attraction. What is interesting in the
two characters is that they seem to
be enjoying a warm friendship, when
the truth about the professor's known
penchant for pretty young girls is revealed. Yet Elma is not repulsed by
this news, but rather is enraptured at
the thought of someone desiring to
make love to her. "Wait until you
get to college and meet all them
boys," warns Grace.
The two characters remaining are
the local sheriff Will and Bo's buddy,
the ranch hand Virgil. Both remain
objective about the situation and do
not engage in any sort of relationship, besides via their removed
manner of interaction and maintenance of a reasonable degree of
order. Perhaps they are the most influenced by the playwright, unmarried himself. Virgil is particularly interesting in the change he exhibits
from being a quiet "yes man" to Bo
in the beginning to the subtle power
and courage he displays in leaving
Bo and Cherie and the security offered
at the ranch.
The cast is a tight ensemble and
the acting is uniformly excellent.
One problem that I had with AustinOlsen's direction, obviously overcome by the eight players, was the
discrepancy of the 1955 play being

set in present day - modern music,
coffee-makers and fairly current
prices were employed. Whether it
was the cheap way out of having the
extra cost of designers hunting up
1955 set dressing, or a message that
things in Kansas have not changed
all that much in 25 years, or an emphasis on the universality of the
play, remained a puzzle. Also, at
times, his blocking was too spread
across the expanse of the diner which
presented problems of focus for the
audience and occasionally for it lapsed
into the monotony of extended
action in the same plane. But AustinOlsen is to be commended in meeting the challenge of expressing the
subtle themes of love inherent in the
script and not taking the easy way
out with playing Inge's work as a
one-dimensional sitcom which
would have been an insult both to
the playwright and the audience.
The performers are the bottom
line in this competent production.
Christine Dona Burz embellishes her
role of Elma with an uncommonly
believable performance. Her shy,
wide-eyed, innocent beauty is infectious. Grace, played by Zoaunne
LeRoy, is engagingly average. John
Norwalk is funny in his teasing of
Carl and Grace, but falls into the rut
of trite expressions and over-indulgent mugging dealing with Bo in his
role as sheriff. Megan Dean is uncanny in her resemblance of Carol
Burnett in her part as Cherie and de-

velops her character nicely, except
for her crying which was obviously
forced and unbelievable. Peter Silbert is simply splendid in all aspects
as the professor and possesses a remarkable range fo emotion. Paul
Fleming was bursting with energy
and charm as the dumpy Valentino,
Carl. John Shepard was patient in
his role of Virgil, appropriately underplaying the beginning and
building to the penetrating dramatic
moment when he decides to leave
Bo. And, finally, Scott Honeywell
developed a multi-faceted character
in Bo.
Frederick Metzger designed the
set. The snow motif was tastefully
done, but I would have liked to see a
narrower and deeper playing space.
The wide, open expanse of the f orestage made for occasionally overlylong crosses. Dan McWest was responsible for the costumes.
If I have given the impression that
TAG's production plods through a
psychological wasteland, banish the
notion. A fight, table-top dancing,
drunkenstumbling, musical interludes
and more hootin' and hollerin' than
you could shake an empty Lone Star
at, permeate the lively action. But,
beneath those externals, is the subtle
force of Inge's penetrating question:
Have we lost the ability to truly love?
Bus Stop continues through Nov
30 at Tacoma Actors Guild, 1323 S.
Yakima Ave. For ticket information,
call 272-2145.

Drama Review:

TLT Play Starts Slow, Picks up

By Sue Egge

Harry Segall's "Heaven Can Wait"
is a fantasy/comedy with a plot that
has proven its ability to entertain a
very diverse audience.
Although somewhat different
from the movie and the book (the
star is a pro boxer rather than a
football player); Tacoma Little Theatre's opening night production of the
drama; directed by Arlene Hansen;
was no exception to this rule.
However; if you are not interested
in a light evening of "nice" amateur
drama; this production can definitely wait along with heaven.
The audience present (I counted
only seven of us close to being under
30) seemed more than willing to
make up for the empty half of the
theatre. They were unusually relaxed; ready to laugh; and appeared
completely unperturbed that they
were watching a cast uncertain on
their first night; and for the most
part unsure of their lines.
While the props of the first scene
were what could be expected for a
junior high school production; they
improved; and so did the actors; for
the play is inescapably witty; with
the types of characters that grow on
you.
The curtain opened on a "corner
of an airfield; halfway to heaven."
A white-haired; dignified; professortype - Mr. Jordan - was busy checking off this particular day's
quota of passengers for the "Heaven
Express" airplane.
Quickly relaxing into the
character without much apparent
lifficulty; Arthur Phillips; as Mr. Jor-

dan; was interrupted in his duties by
the entrance of his bumbling;
mumbling "Messenger 7013" (David
Sides) and the protesting lightweight boxer and star of the show;
Joe Pendleton.
Pendleton; played by Tom Davidson (also associate director of the

production) came across as sincerely
endearing; in spite of the corny lines
and slang which with Davidson
seemed out of place. Confronting
Mr. Jordan; Pendleton insisted that
he was "not ready for this joint yet"
(this viewer felt that few of the cast
were) and it was up to Mr. Jordan; by

Spanish Scholarship Offered
An anonymous Spanish donor has
given a number of grants for American and Canadian students to study
at the facultad de Filosofia y Letras
of the University of Madrid under
the auspices of Academic Year
Abroad, Inc. Applicants must be
currently enrolled in a college or
university and must be prepared to
follow courses in Spanish. The

grants will be paid in Spanish currency and will amount to 15,000
Pesetas.
For further information and an application, send a self-addressed
envelope with $.20 postage on it to:
SPANISH SCHOLARSHIP
COMMITTEE P.O. BOX 9 NEW
PALTZ, NY 12561

Whale Paintings Shown
The Whale Museum will premiere
November 28, a major art show by
Thomas Meehan entitled, "Visions Songs and Sounds of the Whales ."
A native Philadelphian, Meehan
has spent the last two to three years
giving imagery to humpback whale
sounds in pastels and oils.
Mr. Meehan has been exhibited across the country in such galleries as
the Boston Museum of Fine Arts
and the Denver Art Museum, including one-man shows in the Pennsylva-

nia Academy of Fine Arts, the California Palace of Legion of Honor,
and other prominent art centers.
According to Dr. Roger Payne, the
discoverer of humpback whale
songs, "One of their best interpreters
has become Tom Meehan. The result is beautiful, intriguing and
mysterious."
The Whale Museum is located in
Friday Harbor, Washington and is
open daily from 10-5 pm, except
Tuesdays.
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"Heaven Can Wait" Lines, O.K. Casting Corny
Continued from Page 10

and out off control as the Inspector

bott, personal secretary to Farnsworth. Christine Hansen was so
proficient as a devious and bitchy
wife that it was hard to swallow the
story line that an uninspiring dud
like Abbott (Roy Teer) was actually
motivating their underhandedness.
Pendleton's inspiration to become
Farnsworth (only until a better body
could be found) was Kathy Peele as
Bette Logan. There is some conflict
in the character of Miss Logan, as
Peele first commands respect with
her early demands that Farnsworth
do justice by her father, and then is
quickly reduced to a sweet naive little girl in her almost nauseating
adoration for Farnsworth/Pendleton.
Later on in the play the audience
is introduced to Bob Beardsley, very
comfortable and appropriately in

authority of the "divine registrar", to
find another body in which
Pendleton could live out the remaining 50 years of his life that were due
him.
His original body, by the way, had
been found and cremated by his
friend and loyal fight manager, Max
Levene. The balding, bespectacled,
yet youthful appearance of Levene
(Eric Zeigler) was surprising, yet
delightful. Zeigler's energetic performance, when called upon both to
manage and to believe it was Joe
Pendleton now in the body of the
billionaire Farnsworth, gave a
definite boost to the performance.
How did Farnsworth's body happen to be available? This intrigue
unknowingly included Farnsworth's
wife, Julia, and her lover Tony Ab-

Williams
John Hubert did a fine job as "Lefty", another trainer; and David
Dalin's enthusiastic voice served as
radio announcer for the big fight.
No review of the production
would be complete without drawing
some attention to the Farnsworth's
maids, Mrs. Ames (Irma Wrenn) and
Susie (Scarlett McCann). With the
exception of Levene, Wrenn as a
stuffy old-fashioned housemaid
eager to place a bet with the
younger Susie on Farnsworth's
chances in a boxing ring was
possibly the most enjoyable
character in the production.
Gary Caminiti, who did a commendable job as a suave young doctor, was even better as he fell apart,
popping his own pills and booze
rather than dealing with the situa-

Advising System Inadequate
Continued from Page 12

tonal two weeks ago,)„ the advisory
system seems to be completely out
of touch with what this University
philosophically proclaims to do —
create well-rounded individuals with
"an education for a lifetime." I am
not sure on what level this mix-up of
principles has occurred, but there is
obviously an inherent contradiction
within the advisory system which
prevents it from being a true advisory system, based on perpetuating the
spirit of what this University proclaims to do.
But perhaps the real question
must be examined: Does this
University do what it proclaims to
do? I had to ask the question, especially after being confronted with an
advisory system which contradicts

Concord Quartet
Continued from Page 8
months out of every year. All four
men studied extensively in New York,
and each practices his art on a very
valuable seventeenth century instrument
The individuals in the Concord
String Quartet are some of the very
few
remaining that devotee themselves solely to preserving the great
works of the masters. However outdated they may grow as time goes
on, they will always be accepted
with an equal amount of enthusiasm

the principles this University proclaims to live by. And then I found
the answer by looking at the real motive this University has for having an
advisory system.
The true reason is that the assumption is that being a senior without a
major who has taken classes in a variety of areas (but not enough in one
specialized area to qualify for a
major) is a "bad" thing to be. Therefore, students have advisors whose
burden it is to see that students do
not reach this end. Still, I will maintain that this assumption is a clear
reflection of the University's shortcoming in measuring up to its own
professed principles. I cannot think
of any assumption that could be further from the truth. Such a student
potentially has a much broader,
rounder, and healthier education

VIDE() MOVIES
Animal House
Deer Hunter
Dirty Harry
Superman
Star Wars
... and many
more.

simply because they represent an art
so great that it has become timeless.
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which is closer to the spirit of liberal
arts or "liberal education." It is disgusting the way a student is made to
feel guilty for
learning,
for
examining a variety of fields. And it
appears that the real principle the
University lives by is giving the student an education that prepares him
for competition in the market-place
of education. And students keep
rolling off that assembly line.
Thus, the current philosophical
reason for having an advisory system
is inherently contradictory to the
principle of creating well-rounded

individuals. And it is my belief that
the advisory system is just another
symptom of the entire specializing
(and therefore anti-liberalizing)
process every student must surrender to at this University. And it is a
shame.

Rep Tickets

The Seattle Repertory Theatre's
series of special matinees for students
continues with a performance of the
mystery comedy "The Grand Hunt"
on Sunday, November 30, 1:30 pm,
at the Seattle Center Playhouse. Tic- kets, discounted to $4.00, may be
purchased at the Seattle Rep box
office - 225 Mercer - or by calling
447-4764.
Season subscriptions for the Student Series are still available at
$21.00 for all remaining five plays in
the Rep's current season. Following
"The Grand Hunt" are Eugene O'Neill's
comedy "Ah, Wilderness!" Carson
Kanin's "Born Yesterday," Strindberg's
"The Dance of Death" and a
new musical by Arthur Miller, "Up
From Paradise." Contact the box
office for more information or reservations.
-
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... and
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located at the So. 19th & Stevens
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tion in which he found himself.
Other characters included: Linda
Van Ravenswaay and Ellen
Macready as stewardess-type
"escorts" for the 11 passengers to
heaven, Colin Dolan as a police
patrolman, and Dennis Hanson as a
delivery man.
This comedy-fantasy will continue, with performances on Nov. 21,
22, 28, and 29, at 8 pm. There will be
a Sunday matinee on Nov. 23 at 2
pm. Admission is $4 for adults, $3
for students and senior citizens, and
$1 for children under 12.
Reservations can be made for
Tacoma Little Theatre's next production, Charles Dickens' "Scrooge",
playing Dec. 11, 12, 13, 18, 19, and
20 at 8 pm, with 2 pm Sunday
matinees on Dec. 14, 20, and 21.

.

Fred Meyers
Phone: 752-0208

.1:. RCA

ATARI GAMES
Space Invaders
Golf
Adventure
Breakout
3-D Tic-tac-toe
... great gifts
for any occassion.

"COME ON IN AND LOOK US OVER . . .
. . . DISCOVER A NEW EXPERIENCE IN THE
BLOSSOMING FIELD OF ADVENTURES IN VIDEO".
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... at affordable_
terms.
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Solar and Nuclear
E nergy
PART IV: Radiation
by Bill Dienst
..is the main source of fear and concern about nuclear energy. Among
other things, these same fears and concerns have precipitated most of
the costs in building a nuclear power plant. The fission process itself is
inexpensive when compared to the costs of sealing radiation off from
the environment effectively, both in the short term, and over a period
of hundreds of years. In a reactor, radiation comes from Uranium-235
and 238, the fission process itself, and also from fission waste products.
Wastes Strontium-90 and Cesium-137 must be contained for centuries,
while smaller amounts of transuranic elements like Plutonium remain
radioactive for millenia. Concern for proper disposal of these
wastes has led to further costs and policy speculations.
For most people, radiation is a mysterious property; most of us don't
know too much about it, "except that it's dangerous." Radiation is a
difficult topic to fully understand; entire books have been written on
the subject. Consequently, it might prove to be a difficult topic to explain in merely a short article, but I'm going to try anyway. If I'm
lucky, some basic concepts about radiation will spark from this newsprint with readable coherency. If not, you might look to this article
with bored indifference, and then quietly turn the page.
To begin with, the term radiation describes a wide spectrum of electromagnetic and subatomic particle phenomenon. Some forms of radiation, like sunlight, are necessary for our survival. Other forms merit
are simply inert, like radio waves. A few forms can be highly dangerous.
The dangerous forms of radiation which worry us in a nuclear power
plant are called ionizing radiation. Ionizing radiation comes in two varieties: those forms which have "rest mass," and those which do not.
Gamma rays and X-rays do not have rest mass; like sunlight and radiowaves, they are electromagnetic waves. They travel at the same speed
as visible light too: one hundred and eighty thousand miles per second!
Gammma rays and X-rays have very similar properties, except that
they are produced differently. Their wavelengths are much shorter
than light, so they have a much higher frequency. Since the energy of
'electromagnetic waves is proportional to the frequency, it follows that
X-rays and Gamma rays are much more energetic than visible light.
Here, we must make a philosophical leap from our conventional understanding of waves and particles if we want a more complete
account of radiation. We must make the same leap that Einstein
made exactly seventy-five years ago. We must enter the high speed
world of subatomic physics, and touch on the concepts of relativity.
In our own slow moving world, waves and particles are distinct entities.
However, as things approach the speed of light, they begin to develop
the properties of both particles and waves. According to the theory of
relativity, these wave-particles, or photons, develop a relativistic
mass. This mass is related to the energy of a photon by Einstein's well
known equation, E = MC(squared), or energy is equal to the relativistic
mass times the speed of light squared. A photon of Gamma rays has
about one million times as much energy as a photon of light, and
hence, one million times as much relativistic mass.
cont. on pg. 14, col. 1

TAKE A DAY OFF FROM SMOKING

Liberal Ed. or Liberal Arts?
Continued from Page 2
is that many times the University
falls short of its self-proclaimed goal.
We make a distinction immediately,
however; we are not saying the
school is lousy (if it were we would
not be attending it). Instead, we are
offering constructive criticism to aid
in the pursuit of the goals of the
University.
Several students have also asked
me, "Why do we even need a liberal
arts education?" There are several
reasons, most of them philosophical.
First, the University of Puget Sound
pamphlet argues that the University
has "an educational mission to the
academic and career expectations of
its students. Nothing would serve
short of an education to last a lifetime. Today's graduates can expect
an average of seven job changes,
and three major changes of career,
during a working lifetime. Their education must be good enough to
withstand even the shock of these
mid-life shifts in career." Here we
can see a practical reason for a
liberal (or liberal arts) education,
which will help to keep our
525;000+, four year education from
being obsolete one-third of the way
through our careers.
As Dr. Cousens argues in the last
issue, "Sure specialization is necessary at some point in the student's
career," but he continues that "it
does not belong in the first two years
of a liberal arts education, not at all.
For freshmen and sophomores, premature professionalization - all those
nasty prerequisites for certain swollen majors - is an infamous thing
that a guardian university ought to
crush..." This sin of specialization is
not unique to the technical arts; the
European historian Lynn Lees argues
that those of her own field are
"often accused of being unwilling to
generalize and to borrow from other
social sciences." A liberal arts education in the first two years of college
learning helps to "expand one's horizons" (and the cliche fits), and to
prepare the professional to work
with employees in other fields, and

thus equip enterprise with a cohesive
system of research and marketing, to
provide education with a greater role
in interdisciplinary studies, and even
to furnish government with a universal and better balanced philosophy.
William Riehl decried specialized
technology in the arts as early as 1854
in one of his social commentaries.
He argues that the need for mass audiences leads to the "illusion that
brilliant artisanal technique is the
same thing as true artistry. This illusion...degrades the intrinsic value
of artistic genius and reduces it to
being the servant of technology ."
Reading this statement causes one
, to wonder if Riehl foresaw the music
piped into dentist offices, the novels
published by Harlequin, and the
Condensed Books popularized by

Reader's Digest.
Many students feel that their liberal arts education is fulfilled by the
core requirements. This is far from
the actual truth. Anyone who has
taken Communications 100 can verify that few courses spend so much
time covering so little. As Virginia
Boyer points out in her letter last
week, non-biology students have to
compete with biology majors in a
course designed to prepare science
students for their field; likewise
science students are tortured by a
class in "Poetry Writing," because
during registration that course was
the only course left for that semester within the Fine Arts core. As a
final example, I don't think that anyone could realistically contend that
English 101 supplies any graduate in
any field with enough composition
experience to write research articles
or journal essays.
The debate is by no means over.
In fact, I would hope that such a discussion would encourage, if not inflame, the spread of ideas for reform
throughout our educational system
lat this school, regardless of what you
call it. We all would thereby improve our opportunities for an "education for a lifetime."

"Gift of Rome"
Has Weak Ending
Continued from Page 6
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Natalie Cole is a cigarette smoker. She's going to call it
quits during the Great American Smokeout. Join her on
November 20. Because quitting is easier when you do it with a friend.
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tinguishable) are intricately described; and the concepts of Roman law
and legal procedures are well presented. Yet the largest disappointment in the book is its ending. The authors generated great expectations with their emphasis on Cicero's powerful oratories and with the
preparations for the trial; but when the trial actually arrives the novel
disintegrates into a psychoanalysis of the defendent as the reader experiences the trial through Cluentius' exhausted and inattentive mind.
As a result, the novel presents only occasional glimpses of the trial
and, since the reader knows most of the facts before the trial even
commences, any attempt at suspense is lost. The grand finale of
Cicero's speech for the defense partially redeems the novel, but the
final verdict surprises no one.
Additionally inadequate is the fragmented attempt to develop the
character of Asuvia, a niece of Cluentius' best friend. She acts as a
spy to uncover evidence in Sassia's home and during her search she
unintentionally discovers the dark and perverted secrets of a
demented woman. Asuvia serves as a vehicle for this information rather than as a three-dimensional character; she becomes a victim of
the plot. Even her relationship with Cluentius towards the end of the
book is expected.
Nonetheless, The Gift of Rome is rewarding as an historical novel;
and it fascinates the reader despite its disappointing climax. We can
eagerly look forward to the long awaited successor to this
first novel, Barkochba. Esther's new book is scheduled for release
during the coming months.
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Library Watcher Shares Notes on 'People'
By Crystal Wagley
The UPS library might be a place to become intellectually stimulated,
and to fill one's mind with the wonders of physics and Asian Art History,
but an avid people-watcher will find the atmosphere twice as interesting as the books. After observing the habitual activities of those who
frequent the library, it becomes evident that more than just a few students exhibit the same rather intriguing behaviors when attempting to
study(?), so much so that one can begin to categorize students by their
individualized "study" habits.
"The Captive" likes to lock him - or herself within a strange little box
which is called a "carrel," or in more common terms, a "cell." The cell
is especially popular with the pre-med student. He may imprison himself for literally hours on end in a desperate attempt to absorb the
contents of his Bio book, The unusual creature is usually seen emerging from his hibernation only long enough to seek out the necessities
of life - munchies and the restroom.
"The Giggler" snickers uncontrollably with his or her friends. In psychological terms, he or she is suffering from an acute case of the "Can't
Cope With School Syndrome." Their inability to handle pressure results in anxiety attacks that are expressed in fits of laughter. This
person's way of releasing tension involves convincing themselves that,
"tomorrow's exam isn't all that important - in fact, it's incredibly silly
to study for it - because all of life is really just a joke, right?? Tee hee!
Ha ha! Ho ho! My God, I can't stand how funny it is!!" (Yes, school
CAN make you neurotic.)
"The Snoozer" can be found on a library sofa. He or she has usually
pulled an "all-nighter" the day before in order to cram for a test. He
will cover his eyes with a book to make it appear as though he fell asleep studying...like a devoted student. One foot slowly slips from its
prop and the mouth drops open. If he's REALLY out, he may grunt or
snore, sending many annoyed students to the opposite side of the
room. Some snoozers utter incomprehensible conversation in their
sleep, and an occasional sleep walker can be spotted by his ruffled
hair, wrinkled Levis, and half-tucked shirt.
"The muncher" loves to smuggle his favorite treats into the "No
Food" section of the library. To his fellow-students' dismay, he usually picks the most aromatic and tantalizingly crunchy brand of candy
bar or chips to nibble on. Even more irksome, is the fact that he's utterly oblivious to the heads he turns with every distracting munch and
noisy crumple of paper wrappers.
"The Spectator" knows everything going on around him at any given
moment. He usually comes in to do something very laborious like flip
through Sports Illustrated or scan the day's I N 1 . Ironically, his eyes

are generally found on anything but the pages before him. Not a whir
per in the library can escape his attention. The most humorous "Spectator" is the one who tries to watch everyone in the room without
turning his head...one can distinguish him by his shifty eyes.
The "SBC" stands for the Social Butterfly Club. A devout member
can be recognized by the way in which she approaches the main floor
of the library. She methodically struts from one end of the study area
to the other, subtly scanning the floor for acquaintances and waving
wildly when she finds one. After acting annoyed, as though she cannot
find someone she was supposed to meet, she returns to the middle of
the floor and strategically places her books at the center table (facing
the entrance, of course). She proceeds to flutter from table to table,
laughing and chatting with everyone from her best friend to the bo ∎
who sits next to her in Economics. One may wonder when she finds
time for studies. Don't trust her when she says this is part of her Interpersonal Communications homework.
"A Crammer" can be most easily identified by his deeply furrowed
brow. He may close his eyes tightly as if in pain for moments at a time
(an action which is thought to increase concentration). Moving lips
without emitting sounds and gesturing erratically with the hands is
apparently believed by many students to aid in memorization.
"The Daydreamer" conveniently locates himself away from others
and next to a window whenever possible. He alternates his concentration between the book in front of him and the incredibly interesting
trees outside the window. (The book gets 5 minutes at a time and the
trees get 20). He may appear distant and glassy-eyed (or sometimes
cross-eyed). His problem is that he can't find any figure in his Calculus
text that compares with that of the cute little blond in Chemistry.
It seems that college students have found an unbelievably large
number of ways to do the same task - study. They have also discovered
some remarkably different ways to AVOID studying. What would the
world be without diversity? It's truly exciting to think that UPS
students might boggle the minds of social scientists. However, on the
lighter side, people lovers now know where to find free entertainment
every night. Shakespeare knew what he was talking about when he
said, "All the world is a stage "

LOOK
What's in Class
This Year...

Author Turns to Poetry
Cora Gingrich Chase, loc al lecturer
and author of the popular Weed
Eater's Cookbook, has, in her latest
hook, spread her talents to poetry.
Glimpses of Gleams and Glooms
(Dorram e & Company) draws from
the wisdom of a lifetime spent
observing and evaluating her world.
Mrs Chase presents a refreshing
view of this world. She has retained
her faith in man and his potential for
compassion, despite the growth of
material greed she perceives around
her Her poetry conveys both her
concern and her optimism.
A native and lifetime resident of
Washington, Mrs Chase has led an

r1( IlVe Ilte Muc It 01 her childhood
,1•■ spent on a floa house cull ing
oysters--a wa\ ot life described in
her autobiography, The Oyster Was
Our World (1976). She has raised
three sons, attended the Universit\
ot Washington, and spent twent\
years doing casework in public
well are. A member of Pen Women
and the International Plattold
Actor lotion, she lectures on aging
lac al history, and her spec 1, t
interest-identitying and preparing
"dible weeds.
Mrs Chase currently lives in
Vaughn Washington, with her
hushdod,
W Corwin Chase
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Radiation Explained

IM Roundup

Continued from Page 12
On the other side of this particle-wave paradox are Alpha and Beta
particles, forms of radiation which are mathematically said to have
rest mass. As a result, they are considered more particle than wave,
yet they retain some of the properties of each form. An alpha particle
is the same thing as a helium nucleus, and it has an electrical charge of
+ 2. Betas have -1 or +1 charges, and are equivalent to electrons and
positrons respectively. The rest mass of these particles are incredibly
small. Alphas have a mass of about 6 x 10 -21 grams, and they are
about four thousand times heavier than Beta particles. Alpha and
Beta particles move at various speeds, ranging from one-twenty-fifth
the speed of light to over nine-tenths the speed of light. As a result,
they have variable energies.
A basic sense of what ionizing radiation consists of allows one to
begin to understand why it can be harmful. The main health problem
with ionizing radiation is that it can cause the atoms in our bodies to
change their structure and electrical charge. Ionizing rays and particles can do this, because they can transfer their energy to electrons in
the atom, causing the atom's electron's to escape (ionization), or move
to orbitals which are further from the nucleus (excitation). Changing
an atom's structure can cause it to bond differently with other atoms,
and this can change the molecular structure in our cells. Among other
tructures, our genes, which are molecules of DNA, can be changed.
Sometimes, this can cause the genes to produce proteins incorrectly,
and our cellular metabolism might function improperly as a result.
This is one way in which cancer starts.
There is probably no level of ionizing radiation which is completely
harmless. Yet at the same time, avoiding radiation completely is impossible. There are many sources of natural radiation, like Potassium40, Radium-226, and Carbon-14, which exist in our bodies. We also get
exposed externally to a daily dosage of cosmic radiation, radiation
from the earth, and radiation from stone masonary buildings. If a geiger counter is set up in any building, it would record anywhere from
ten to fifty radioactive particles and waves every minute of the day.
This indicates that our clothing and skin are bombarded with well over
one thousand radioactive particles each minute.
Therefore, if we want to realistically address the environmental effects of man-made radiation, we will have to ask the quesion "How
much?," looking at radiation as a proportional, rather than all-or-none
phenomenon. The best way to quantify radiation is by deriving a unit
which measures its biological effects. It turns out that radiation is
somewhat cumbersome to quantify in this way, because the different
types of ionizing radiation effect us with different degrees of harm. In
spite of this, radiation researchers have come up with a unit that measures radiation effects regardless of the source. This unit is called the
Rem, and it is defined as the amount of any kind of radiation, absorbed
all at once by our bodies, which would do the same damage as an energy
of ten one billionths of a Joule of X-rays. The rem is not a perfect unit,
because measuring a radioactive source's rem output involves a scientists judgment. Mew:Airing equal damage effects of experimental rats
is not as easy as it might seem, (not to mention grief this can cause
among experimental rats).
Despite these imperfections, the rem has proved to be a very useful
'standard, because it gives us a basis for comparing man-made radiation
directly with natural sources. For instance, on the average, we each recieve about 59 millirems per year of radiation from natural sources
within our bodies (59 thousandths of a rem per year). We also recieve
100 millirems per year from cosmic and background radiation, giving a
us a total of about 160 millirems/year from natural sources. Exploding
nuclear bombs in the atmosphere during the fifties and early sixties
has added another 8 millirems/year and diagnostic medical X-rays will
add on the average another 70 millirems every year to this total. From
these sources, we recieve a total of about 230 millirems annually. So
far, nuclear reactors have added about 3 mill irems/year to the general
public. Coal fired power plants have added about the same amount of
radiation, due to radioactive particles in the coal. Hence, both
nuclear and coal power have each increased our annual radiation exposure by about 1.3#. For a comparison, a single instantanious dose
of 600 rems, (or 600,000 millirems)would be lethal to most people, and
one hundred rems would cause radiation sickness.
If radiation levels from the normal functioning reactor were the
only problem with nuclear energy, we might well ask, "What's all the
fuss about?" The effects of nuclear power would seem negligible
compared to many other environmental hazards which we commonly
accept today. But many of the controversies have yet to be addressed. For
instance, it is true that if the containment building of a reactor was
opened to the outside world in a "worst case" accident, loss of life
downwind from the reactor could be tremendous, with genetic defects showing up later in this population. Contamination of the soil
around the plant could make a ten mile radius around the plant uninhabitable for fifty to one hundred years.
Other problems still to be dealt with are waste, and the problem of
biological concentration due to ingestion. These problems will be explained in future articles during Winterim. Until then, next time you
;-sopci of radiation seepage from some nuclear accident, you will hopefully be a critical reader, and ask, "How much?"
(Next: How a Nuclear Reactor Works, in the Winterim issue).

Volleyball and Basketball Begin
By Edgar Elliott
As the weather grows colder and
wetter, the intramural program has
shifted from outdoor to indoor
sports for the second half of the fall
season. Basketball and volleyball,
the featured sports for this period, have just completed their second week of competition.
Fall basketball is separated into
men's and women's leagues. For
the men, forty-two teams are separated into three divisions with
placement being determined by
team skill. Consequently, there
will be three champions. In division A, there are eighteen teams,
in division B, fourteen, and in
division C, ten. This is quite a
turn-out; however, this number
slowly diminishes each week as for
feits bring elimination from the
league.
Only four teams are participating for women's fall basketball.
They are Regester, Chi Omega,
Bad News B's, and Kappas.
For both men's and women's
basketball, schedules are put out

weekly with pairings being based
upon won-lost records of each team.
Intramural volleyball is now entering its third week of play. The
women have ten teams competing, and the men, fifteen. Action has been slow thus far due
to forfeits. In one game, between Todd and Regester, neither
team showed so rather than forfeit both teams, they each received one loss. Four courts have
been designated for volleyball, two
in the Fieldhouse, and two in
Warner Gym.
This Saturday, Nov. 22, U.P.S.
students have an opportunity to see
a very exciting football game.
The championship intramural team
from St. Martins has challenged
the U.P.S. championship intramural
team, E.O.B.F.&G.L.
The game
should be very interesting.
E.
O.B.F.&G.L. finished their season
on a tear. They are a hardhitting team with a very potent
and explosive oftense.

IM Results
Women's Volleyball
Harrington v. Kappas
forfeit
Todd v. Regester
forfeit
(neither team showed, one
loss each)
Time Out v. Gamma Phighters
forfeit
Banana Heads v. Schiff
forfeit

Women's Basketball
Chi Omega v. Bad News B's

Men's Basketball
65-47
T&G v. Sigma Chi A
S.A.E. Bombers v. Tort Feasors
35-31
54-42
Sigma Nu v. Prospectors
62-51
Rudy's T.V. v. Erk Squad

Men's Volleyball
forfeit
Retorts v. Orifices
Kappa Sigma v. Beta "B" 15-8,15-11
40-14 Todd v. Hui 0 Hawaii
15-12,16-14

I.D. Required for Fieldhouse Use
Since the Athletic Department is
finding that a number of people who
don't belong to the UPS community
are using the recreational facilities,
the following procedures will
become effective immediately after
5:00 pm weekdays and all day
Saturday and Sunday, except during
special fieldhouse events:
1) All students, faculty, and staff
must have their I.D. with them when
using any of the UPS recreational
facilities. The I.D. will be left at the
door and may be reclaimed when
the parties leave the facility. The
southwest door by the tennis
pavilion will be the only door

available for entry and exit after 5:00
pm weekdays and all day on
weekends. The other doors will be
connected to a security alarm
system to help protect the
fieldhouse against theft.
2) All faculty and staff persons
must secure a recreational facility
usage card from the athletic
department for each family member
that plans to use the facility if they
are sixteen years of age or older.
Younger children must be
accompanied by an adult. University personnel may use their
athletic pass or library card for
identification.

UPS Trots for Turkeys
The annual Turkey Trot will be
held Saturday; November 22nd at
10:00. The first place prize will
be a whole turkey; so for those people that have nothing to do this
Thanksgiving; if you win, you will
have! There are divisions for everyone: Open (men's and women's);
Faculty/Staff — including Law School
Staff (men's and women's) . Law

School (men's and women's); and a
special division for living groups
(5-member teams). In team competition each member will run and the
best combined times will win. The 5
km. (3.2mile) race will start at 10:00
Entrants must report at 9:30 for
registration in front of Baker
Stadium. Come and take a shot at a
turkey!
•

•
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Loggers Axe Clansmen in Season Finale

By Greg Si Ivey
In a season that starts with high
hopes, but fizzles somewhere in the
middle, it is at least partially satisfying to er d the season on a winning
note. TheU.P.S.Loggers did just that,
and in fine style, by defeating a hapless Simon Fraser team 23-3 last Saturday at Baker Stadium.
By beating the Clansmen from
Canada, the Loggers finished their
season with a 6-3 mark. The 1980
season for the Loggers was marked
by both success and disappointment
as the team moved close to, but not
into a playoff berth. After falling
close to the .500 mark with 3 losses
in 4 games during the midseason, the
Loggers put together a late season
surge, beating Simon Fraser and
Division I-AA's University of North
Dakota.
Coach Ron Simonson, when asked
about his team's performance in the

late stages of the season, commented, "Our defense has been outstanding in the last three games, but
our weakness is that we didn't have
a running game." Indicative of this,
U.P.S. held Simon Fraser to just 56
yards rushing, yet gained under 100
Yards on the ground themselves.
Steve Hunt and Ron Drivesteun
responded through the airways to
take up any slack by the absence of
a running game, with help from their
fleet corps of receivers. Together
they connected for 225 yards and 2
of U.P.S.'s 3 touchdowns to give the
Loggers the upper hand in the contest.
Hunt saw only limited action,
slowed by a case of strep throat. He
led the Loggers to their first score
early in the first quarter, and was replaced early in the second period by
sophomore Ron Drivesteun.

Drivesteun has seen some action
in a backup role to Hunt, but seized
this last-game opportunity to its fullest. In his first series of the game,
he moved the Loggers 84 yards in 6
plays, topping off the drive with a 7
yard touchdown toss to senior wide
receiver Mike Bos. The series also
included 3 Driveseun passes of 20
yards or more.
The drive was set up by the Logger
defense, when they stopped a Clansmen drive on the U.P.S. 16 yard line.
From there, Drivesteun stepped in,
and the Loggers struck back.
Later in the second quarter,
Drivesteun keyed another U.P.S.
drive with a 42 yard pass to Dave
Estes, which set up a 20 yard Monty
Laughlin field goal. From there, the
Loggers coasted home with a
seemingly easy win. The Logger defense kept the pressure on Simon

Fraser's offense, forcing 4 interceptions, and holding the Clansmen
scoreless through the first three
quarters of play.
Late in the game, with their final
win locked surely away, the Loggers
displayed a bit of Last-game joviality
by moving senior tackle Mike Linker
to running back. After ripping up a
sizeable gain on his first carry, he
was smothered in the bakcfield by a
less than jovial Simon Fraser
defense on his second.
All that's left now for the Loggers
is to begin their long look ahead
towards next year. Although Coach
Simonson will certainly miss the
presence of his solid crew of graduating seniors, he says, "Freshmen
and sophomores contributed heavily
to our success, so we should have a
strong nucleus back."

Does Volleyball Fit in a
Liberal Education?
By Brian Threlkeld

This Friday, 21 November, the Associated Students of Politics and
Government (plus faculty), host the
second annual Wild Bill HobsonShady Bauer Memorial Liberal Arts
Volleyball Tournament. All students majoring or minoring, and all
staff instructors, in the departments
of Poly-Gov, History/Asian Studies,
Economics, and Mathematics, are
invited to show up at the upstairs
courts of the Warner Street Gym at
6:00 p.m., prepared for some furious
if not skillful, matches. Make certain you are appropriately attired
(especially, no street shoes, and NO
black or blue soled shoes of any
sort).

This event has been eagerly
awaited by all previous contestants,
especially the I.H.D.O. (I hate
David Dwain) Club, since the original tournament last year. At that
time Econ won a resounding victory,
comfortably beating all its opponents in the round-robin format.
History finished second with a 2-1
slate, and Poly-Gov slumped to third
place with a lone victory over the
cellar-dwellars of KUPS. APGS decided this year to replace the corrupt media with Math; a possible
goof, as it eliminates the only athletes on campus undeniably more inept than those with P&G All things

considered, look for Econ to repeat
as champs, contingent on their retaining of Jarrellah Sefrioui, 1979's
tourney MVP.
Critical issues, however, loom on
the horizon. Does David "Spike"
Balaam feel that volleyball has any
meaning after seeing two Bruce
Springsteen concerts? Will Pris
Regan be trying to clinch tenure with
a strong performance? Does Mike
Veseth really over-inflate the balls?
Will History's power forward be able
to obtain release from Friday
Society sequestering in time? Can
rookie Bill Breitenbach live up to the
promise he evidenced in
September's softball game (History
21 — P&G 12)? Is it possible to lure
seasoned vet Terrey Cooney out of
seclusion and into the limelight, but
only for an evening? Will Poly-Gov
try to weasel out another spurious
"Championship," on the grounds of
some silly affirmative action quota ?
Will Econ use ringers again? Can
Brianne Swimme play volleyball? Is
Math the new star on the horizon,
the new team on the move? Will
English crack the line-up next year?
Who gives a hoot These and
many more questions will be answered this Friday evening.
Remember: the Warner Street gym,
come one and come all!

The Puget Sound Wheelhawks trounced the UPS Loggers in a game of
Wheelchair basketball, despite the fact that the Loggers received twice as
Photo by Dave Frankel
many points per basket.
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PETE 'S FOREIGN AUTO REPAIR
ASK ABOUT OUR TUNE-UP SPECIAL
FOR YOUR MAKE OF CAR
FREE RIDE BACK TO CAMPUS

EXCELLENT SERVICE AT A FAIR PRICE
1222 South Sprague

By Peck Field
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THE COMBAT ZONE
REVIEW OF BOOKS
Are

Publications
Faculty
of Liberal
Reflections
Sour

The Giddy Gourmet

-

Fingers Do the Walking Through the Waffle
Iron; Hey, Food; Please, Mr. Milkman; and
Another One Bites the Crust.

Epitaphs and
Episodes of an
Excessive Epistle
Author
The Letters of Frank Cousens, edited by LeRoy
Annis. The Platonic Press: 1979. 126 pages.
A Glossary to the Letters of Frank Cousens, by
Chris Rideout. Poppy Press: 1979. 325 pages.

Understanding Frank Cousens,

by Anne
Endquist. Puget Press: 1980. 677 pages.

Reality and Bayer: The History of the Saturday
Morning Hangover by John Magee. Rolling
Stone Press: 1980. 365 pages.

Phibbs swallows more than words, as illustrated
in his new book

Phibbs' Fabulously
Fallacious
Philosophies
Eating My Words: UPS is NOT a Liberal Arts
Institution by Phil Phibbs. IBM: 1981. 600
pages.
UPS President Phil Phibbs finally admits
he's wrong and writes a 500-page essay to
attempt to cover up this fact. A 100-page
appendix section describes how freshmen
enrollment plummetted as a direct result of
this admission, how the student body tarred
and feathered his entire administrative and
bureaucratic staff and how a university
president can avoid this dilemma (by
continuing to lie to the students). A nice one
to fill up your bookshelf.

Cousens: Philosophical Genius or Liberal Arts
Hogwash? by Wolf red Bauer. Mad Magazine
Press: 1980. 1623 pages.

The Reader's Digest Condensed Version of the
Letters of Frank Cousens. Reader's Digest:

Arts

An Alcoholic
Odyssey of an
Inebriated Academic

The Gift of Home by Esther Wagner. Betty
Crocker: 1880; revised, 1961. 224 pages.
Once again, Esther Wagner, the Happy
Homemaker, provides us with her fantastic
suggestions for making domestic drudgery a
little more bearable. Illustrated with various
photographs of Esther smiling as she
scrambles eggs, washes the dishes, and cleans
the toilet, the book is a must for every houseHer special recipes for Socratian
wife.
succatash and Statius steak are positively
divine. Even more fantastic are her helpful
hints for placating one's husband by using the
powers of ciceronian persuasion in the most
intimate Roman style.
The new, revised version includes an
additional chapter on "Songs to Sing in the
Kitchen," including such great pieces of
nostalgia as I Can't Fry Without You; Let Your
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Chalk Chatter

1980. 12 pages.

Slate Power: Chalkboard Techniques in Six
Easy Lessons by Brian Swimme. Singleday:

Within one year of his first major publication so many commentaries have been
printed that many people are convinced that,
like all other well-known philosophers, Dr.
Cousens is really impossible to understand.
One can only wonder what would happen if
somebody stole his thesaurus.
Probably the most fascinating of the works
is Shady Bauer's critique, which describes
Cousens as "a stubborn and vengeful cynic
who, convinced that he was Plato's reincarnation, deviously plotted to brainwash
hapless students in his crusade for liberal arts.
His overall design is to undermine the sound
basis upon which today's modern education
rests." While Bauer called Cousens a "bloody
radical," Rideout lauded Cousens as an heroic
reactionary" and Endquist described him as a
"passionate and deep-hearted individual
concerned about the failure of the romantic
ideas of education."

1979. 250 pages.
Swimme, the renowned chalkboard analyst,
discusses how to effectively use your
chalkboard for a fifty-minute lesson. Some of
the drills include: "Using Color Chalk to Draw
Graphs," "Leaving Dirty Notes for the CleanUp Lady," and "How to Lose Enough Weight
so that When You Turn Sideways You Won't
Obstruct the Class' View."
Swimme, at times, is a mite too hard to
understand, as he uses advanced plane theory
to describe the surface of the chalkboard, but
overall, this book is generally useless.

The "Combat Zone" is intended as a satirical
work and has, as such been set off from the rest
of this newspaper. Any resemblance to any
person, place or other entity, with or without
satirical intent, is strictly coincidental.

Magee analyzes the problems of "Friday
night alcoholic overconsumption" and its
marked increase among UPS faculty from
1920 through 1980. The book also explores
the potential cures for the Morning After, and
comes to the conclusion that Vitamin C cures
everything. In Magee's traditional style, this
essay is boring as hell, over-researched, much
too lengthy, and overly verbose.
Jerry Kerrick, Martin Nelson, Dale Mueller,
Rosemary VanArsdel, and Rob Garratt
provide Magee the evidence needed to
substantiate his thesis, although one suspects
that the surveys taken of these professors may
have uncovered only the tip of the iceberg.
Magee himself provides hundreds of
suggestions that have aided his own Saturday
miseries, and establishes himself as an
authority in the field.
Magee's writing style is unfortunately
cramped by one major flaw: he slurs his
composition. According to Magee, a collech
schtudent faith far short of the compedition
the faculty providthe on Friday night." Such
an unorthodox writing style is hard to follow
and it depreciates the essay.

Professorial Passion
Permeates Pages
I Have Tenure, and There's Not a Damn Thing
You Can Do About It, by Roy Polley, with an
introduction by Professor Gregg Gunner.
Harlequin: 1979. 250 pages.
This exciting and well-paced novel
describes how a university professor, Scrooge
Yahover, managed to keep his place of
employment despite his total lack of
competence in lecture and presentation of
material. He falls passionately in love with
his peer Priscilla Regan, who can't stand the
creep. Especially comic are Yahover's
unsuccessful attempts to win over his classes
and his love. In the end, the naughty hero is
expelled from the department by the
chairman Paul Hippie, who is Priscilla's
Freudian father figure. A climactic ending
has Yahover holding a protest sponsored by
the Moral Majority in the bathrooms of the
library. The protest is disrupted by a large
mob of hateful students which flushes every
right-wing pamphlet down the toilet, thus
ending the adventures of our now-deranged
quixotic protaganist.

